Abstract. In this article, we describe how to compute slopes of p-adic Linvariants of arbitrary weight and level by means of the Greenberg-Stevens formula. Our method is based on work of Lauder and Vonk on computing the reverse characteristic series of the Up-operator on overconvergent modular forms. Using higher derivatives of this characteristic series, we construct a polynomial whose zeros are precisely the L-invariants appearing in the corresponding space of modular forms with fixed sign of the Atkin-Lehner involution at p. In addition, we describe how to compute this polynomial efficiently. In the final section, we give computational evidence for relations between slopes of L-invariants for small primes.
Introduction
Let f be a newform of even weight k ≥ 2 for Γ 0 (pN ), where p is prime and (N, p) = 1. Let χ be a Dirichlet character of conductor prime to pN with χ(p) = 1. By the work of Mazur and Swinnerton-Dyer, see for example [MTT86] , there exists a p-adic L-function L p (f, χ, s) attached to f that interpolates the algebraic parts L alg (f, χ, j) for j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} of the special values of the classical L-function attached to f . The p-adic L-invariant L p (f ) ∈ C p attached to f satisfies
2 ) and it depends only on the local Galois representation attached to f . Mazur, Tate and Teitelbaum conjectured that such invariant should exist. In the sequel, several possible candidates have been proposed. The fundamental breakthrough in relating these candidates to one another and proving the above formula, due to Greenberg and Stevens [GS93] , is the relation between L p (f ) and the (essentially unique) p-adic family of eigenforms passing through f . If we denote this family by
where the coefficients a n (κ) are rigid analytic functions on a disc containing k in the weight space Hom cont (Z overconvergent p-adic cusp forms of weight κ, see [Col97] . This algebra is equipped with the action of the compact operator U p . In the sequel, the term slope will always refer to the valuation of the U p -eigenvalues.
For each integer k we realize the space of classical cuspforms S k (Γ 0 (pN )) as a U p -stable subspace of S † k (Γ 0 (pN )) considering the associated weight z → z k in W. Let P (k, t) := det(1 − t U p | S k (Γ 0 (pN ))), P † (κ, t) := det(1 − t U p | S † κ (Γ 0 (pN ))), be the reverse characteristic polynomial (respectively series) of U p . If we write
locally, then each function κ → b n (κ) is defined by a power series with coefficients in Z p , as shown in [Col97, Appendix I]. The following theorem, due to Coleman, links P (k, t) and P † (k, t):
Theorem 2.1 (Coleman classicality, [Col96, Theorem 6 .1],[Bel12, Corollary 2.6]).
(i) Let α < k − 1. Then the roots of P † (k, ·) of slope α are precisely the roots of P (k, ·) of slope α.
(ii) Let m ≤ k − 1. Then
Remark 2.2. For p ≥ 5, the algorithm of Lauder presented in [Lau11] computes P † (k, t) mod p m for given k and m and runs in polynomial time with respect to p, N and m and linear time in log(k). This algorithm was extended by Vonk in [Von15] to include the primes p = 2, 3. These algorithms give us the input for our subsequent computations.
L-invariants and derivatives of the characteristic series of U p
For a fixed positive even integer k, in [CST98] Coleman, Stevens and Teitelbaum showed that whenever there is a unique split multiplicative cusp form f in S k (Γ 0 (pN )), it is possible to compute its L-invariant as
where a p (f ) is the p-th coefficient of the q-expansion of the newform. Clearly, the formula above works only for 1-dimensional spaces, and in [Lau11] , Lauder used it to compute the L-invariant. The aim of this section is to develop a similar approach for spaces of higher dimension. In order to achieve this, we first split the space into eigenspaces for the Atkin-Lehner operator at p and then use higher derivatives to distinguish among the zeros of P † (k, t) which correspond to different eigenforms, i.e. to separate the p-adic families passing through the different eigenforms.
p−new denote the subspace of cuspforms which are new at p. For each f ∈ S k (Γ 0 (pN )) p−new , we have
where W p denotes the Atkin-Lehner involution acting on
p−new be an eigenform for the Hecke operators away from N . Then f as has an associated L-invariant L p (f ) ∈ C p . By a generalization of the Greenberg-Stevens formula, see [Col10] , L p (f ) is given as follows. The eigensystem (away from N ) attached to f defines a classical point on the eigencurve C N of tame level N , see [Buz07] , and there is a p-adic Coleman family through f (i.e. an irreducible component of a small affinoid neighbourhood of the point attached to f in C N that maps isomorphically onto an open affinoid subdomain of the weight space) of constant slope. In particular, via this p-adic family, the rigid morphism a p on C N defines a morphism on the affinoid subdomain of the weight space. The L-invariant attached to f is then given by
Let us point out that, for κ sufficiently close to k, the eigenvalue a p (κ) in level Γ 0 (p) ∩ Γ 1 (N ) appears in fact in level Γ 0 (pN ); i.e. on the space S † κ (Γ 0 (pN )). The expositions in [Ber17] and [Bel12] provide a nice summary of the constructions that are relevant in our setting.
Remark 3.1. Note that, contrary to the exposition in the introduction, we avoided using a Fourier expansion of the p-adic Coleman family though f . This is due to the fact that in our setting the form f is not new everywhere. We believe that the existence of a Fourier expansion in this situation follows from extending the inclusion and degeneracy maps used in the definition of oldforms to overconvergent forms and checking various compatibilities. Since we did not find statements along these lines in the literature, we are only working with the eigensystem attached to f , which is all we need to define its L-invariant.
Before we can study the relation between L-invariants and the characteristic series of U p , we need some preparations.
Lemma 3.2. Let ε be an eigenvalue of the Atkin-Lehner operator W p acting on
In order to show the other inclusion, let us first remark that if a cuspforms in S k (Γ 0 (pN )) Up=a ε p,k is new at p, then clearly its an eigenform for W p with eigenvalue ε. Let us suppose that some cuspform in S k (Γ 0 (pN )) Up=a ε p,k is p-old. Then, by a deep theorem of Deligne, its U p -eigenvalue has complex absolute value p (k−1)/2 , giving a contradiction.
Let us remark that S k (Γ 0 (pN )) p−new has a basis of eigenforms for the Hecke operators away from N . These split into two orbits with respect to the eigenvalues of the Atkin-Lehner involution.
From now on we fix an eigenvalue ε of W p and set
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , d ε }, we denote by a i (κ) the p-th coefficient of the Coleman family passing through f i as above. 
Proof. For α < k − 1, by Coleman classicality, Theorem 2.1[(i)] the set of roots of P † (k, t) of slope α is the set of roots of P (k, t) of slope α. Therefore, Lemma 3.2 implies the claim.
In the sequel, for • ∈ {κ, t}, let us denote by ∂ n • P † (k, t) the partial derivative of P † (κ, t) with respect to • at the point (k, t), viewed as an element in
Corollary 3.4. For n ≤ d ε and • ∈ {κ, t}, we have
• (k, t) where
Proof. By definition we have
where the function C(κ, t) specializes to the corresponding function in Proposition 3.3 for κ = k. Thus, the n-th partial derivative of P † for • ∈ {κ, t} satisfies
For n ≤ d ε , let us split the sum into Σ ≤1 (κ, t) and Σ >1 (κ, t) as follows:
. If i ℓ > 1 for some ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , d ε + 1}, we must have i j = 0 for at least d ε − n + 1 many js, since all i j are positive, their sum equal to n and the cardinality of the range is d ε + 1. Specializing to κ = k, this immediately implies the result. We can proceed in a similar fashion to show that the terms with i dε+1 = 1 in Σ ≤1 satisfy an analogous formula. Therefore, we are left with the term
Let us observe that after separating the terms with i j = 0 at κ = k and evaluating
Putting these terms together completes the proof.
Remark 3.5. In the spirit of the above proposition, one could also analyse the behaviour of mixed derivatives with respect to κ and t. However, for our applications only the above derivatives are relevant.
Finally we can state the main result of this section:
Theorem 3.6. Let ε be an eigenvalue of the Atkin-Lehner operator W p acting on
, where
Proof. Taking the ratio of the n-th partial derivatives of P † (κ, t) and applying Corollary 3.4 we obtain
Multiplying both sides by 2 n (a
The last term is precisely the
which completes the proof.
Remark 3.7. Note that in the above proof we used that C (n)
The analogous statement for C
While all our computational results support this claim, we are not aware of a proof of this statement.
Dimension formulae
In this section we show how to compute the dimension d ε of the cuspform space S k (Γ 0 (pN )) p−new,ε which appears in Section 3. Let us recall that N is a positive integer coprime to p. As before, we will denote by W p the p-th Atkin-Lehner involution and whenever W p is an operator on a vector space V , we will denote by tr V W p its trace on V .
Proposition 4.1. The trace of the Atkin-Lehner operator W p satisfies
The statement is then equivalent to say that tr S k (Γ0(pN )) p−old W p = 0 and this follows from [AL70, Lemma 26].
In the case of N squarefree, building on previous works of Yamauchi, Skoruppa and Zagier, Martin gave a formula [Mar18, Equation (1.6)] for the trace of the Atkin-Lehner operator W p on S k (Γ 0 (pN )). In the simple case where N = q > 3 is a prime and p > 3, we have
where a(p, q) is 1, 4 or 2 for p congruent to 1 or 5, 3, 7 modulo 8 respectively, h(Q( √ −p)) denotes the class number of Q( √ −p) and ∆ p its discriminant, the Legendre symbol for ∆ p and q is denoted by ∆p q , and δ k,2 is the Kronecker delta function.
By simple algebraic manipulations, we have the following Corollary 4.2. Let ε be an eigenvalue of the Atkin-Lehner operator W p and set 2  1  20  0  2  1  1  2  1  40  1  3  2  1  3  1  20  1  3  2  1  3  1  40  0  6  3  3  13 1  20  1  19  10  9  13 1  40  1  39  20  19  13 2  20  1  57  29  28  13 2  40  1  117  59  58  7 11 200 2 1194 598  596  7 11 400 2 2394 1198 1196 with dimensions of S k (Γ 0 (pN )) p−new and dim S k (Γ 0 (pN )) p−new,ε for some levels and weights, where, for simplicity, we set Tr := tr S k (Γ0(pN ) ) W p .
Computing
In [Lau11, Lemma 3.10] Lauder explains a method using finite differences for the first derivative. The aim of this section is to generalize this method to derivatives of higher order. The study of finite differences in this context is due to Gouvêa and Mazur, see [GM93] .
Let us first observe that it is enough to work only at classical points since, by definition, we have
The finite differences used to approximate ∂ n κ P † (k, t) are defined as follows. Let s = (p − 1)p m and set
Theorem 5.1. We have
In the sequel we fix a choice of i and write
We define the difference functions δ ν (b, k) recursively by
. Thus, rewriting the above equation, it suffices to show that
is a Z-linear combination of δ ν (b, k) for ν ≥ n + 1. By definition, we have
Let X be a variable and write
Then, after substituting X l for b(k + ls), we just need to prove that the polynomial
n is a Z-linear combination of (X − 1) ν for ν ≥ n + 1 or equivalently, that R(X) vanishes to order at least n + 1 at X = 1. Clearly, R(X) vanishes to order at least n at X = 1 and we just need to consider the (n + 1)-th derivative R (n+1) (X). Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.6, by applying the product rule we have
This concludes the proof of the first part of the theorem. The second part is an immediate consequence, since the higher derivatives of every function given by a power series are approximated by finite differences on a small neighbourhood.
6. Computations 6.1. Overview of the code. The algorithm implemented computes the polynomial Q ε p,k , defined in Section 3. The input of the algorithm are a prime p, a positive integer N coprime to p, an even integer k and a positive integer m, the desired precision.
The code works in a straightforward manner following the steps below:
Step 1: The first step consists in computing the reverse characteristic series of the U p operator on overconvergent modular forms at the given precision m. We performed this step using algorithms of Lauder [Lau11] and Vonk [Von15] , which are polynomial time algorithms with respect to p, N and m, and linear time in log(k).
Step 2: Find the Atkin-Lehner decomposition of the space. We will decompose the space according to the eigenvalues of the Atkin-Lehner operator W p , since we will work on each S k (Γ 0 (pN )) p−new,ε separately, where ε is one of such eigenvalues. In this step, we actually only compute the dimension d ε of such eigenspaces. As shown in Section 4, this computation can be done via Corollary 4.2, Equation (1.6) in [Mar18] and by recursion.
Step 3: For each subspace S k (Γ 0 (pN )) p−new,ε , compute ∂ n • P † (k, t) the partial derivative with respect to • of P † (κ, t) at the point (k, t) viewed as an element in Z p [t]. Theorem 5.1 gives us the precision to which this computation is performed for the derivative in κ, which is the relevant piece.
Step 4: Build the quotient of both derivatives, if possible. If the precision is too low, this step cannot be performed, and the algorithm restarts with higher precision m.
Step 5: Compute the coefficients c n as in Theorem 3.6, and return Q ε p,k . Some examples of the output are presented in the next subsection. Building from the output of the algorithm, we analyzed the distribution of (the slopes of) L-invariants for increasing weight. We tabled the results obtained in Subsection 6.4 and we formulated some speculations, based on the data collected, in Subsection 6.3.
Remark 6.1. It should be pointed out that, once the reverse characteristic series of U p is obtained, our algorithm is independent of the work of Lauder and Vonk, and can thus be combined with different methods of computing the series. The main bottleneck of our computations is the p-adic precision to which the coefficients c n of Q Example 6.2. Let us consider the space S 4 (Γ 0 (6)). We have dim S 4 (Γ 0 (6)) p−new,ε > 0 for (p, ε) ∈ {(2, 1), (3, 1)}.
In both cases the space is one-dimensional, i.e. the polynomial Q ε p,4 (X) ∈ Q p [X] is given by a linear factor with the L-invariant of the unique newform in S 4 (Γ 0 (6)) 
The latter example was also computed in [Tei90] and in [Gra17] . The duration of the above computations was 1.8 and 5.6 seconds respectively.
Example 6.3. Let p = 2, N = 7 and k = 10. The space S 10 (Γ 0 (14)) 2−new,ε has dimension 3 for ε = ±1 and the polynomials Q ε 2,10 (X) is equal to
The slopes of both polynomials are [0, −1 2 ]. Computation time was approximately 49 minutes. Let us look more closely at the space S 10 (Γ 0 (14)) 2−new,−1 : it is spanned by a rational newform f together with two oldforms coming from S 10 (Γ 0 (2)). The slope factorization of Q −1 2,10 factors the polynomial into a linear and a quadratic part. Thus, we are able to read off the L-invariant of slope zero, which is 1 + 2 + 2 4 + 2 5 + O(2 6 ).
By the methods of [Gra17] , which directly take place in S 10 (Γ 0 (14)) new,−1 , we are able to confirm that this is indeed the L-invariant L 2 (f ). In this case, the algorithm took 5, 2 days to complete and used 7, 79 Gigabytes of memory.
The coefficients of the following polynomials have been reduced modulo 5 15 in order to allow a readable presentation of the output. The original precision of the output was 5
136 for the first coefficient and 5 15 for the last coefficient of the second polynomial.
The slopes are [−1, −2 4 ] and [2 2 , 1, −2 4 ]. Here, the slope 2 2 comes from oldforms.
Interchanging the roles of p and N we have the following. Let p = 3, N = 5 and k = 10. Then S 10 (Γ 0 (15)) 3−new,ε has dimension 5 for every choice of ε. The polynomials Q ε 3,10 (X) are given by
In this example the slopes of both polynomials coincide again and are [−1, −2 4 ]. The computation required approximately 5 hours.
Example 6.5. Let p = 7, N = 11 and k = 2. The space S 2 (Γ 0 (77)) 7−new,ε is two-dimensional for ε = +1 and three-dimensional for ε = −1. The coefficients of the following polynomials have been reduced modulo 7
21 .
The slopes can be computed to be [1 2 ] and [1 3 ] respectively. The computation required approximately 2 hours. In this case, we have
new,+1 is spanned by two rational newforms f 1 and f 2 . These correspond to the isogeny classes of elliptic curves with Cremona labels 77a and 77c and their L-invariants are given by
2 + 4 · 7 3 + 7 4 + 7 5 + 4 · 7 7 + 7 9 + O(7 10 ), L 7 (f 2 ) = 4 · 7 + 2 · 7 2 + 6 · 7 3 + 5 · 7 4 + 6 · 7 5 + 6 · 7 6 + 3 · 7 7 + 3 · 7 8 + 7 9 + O(7 10 ).
The space S 2 (Γ 0 (77)) new,−1 is spanned by a rational newform f and two newforms g 1 and g 2 with coefficient field K = Q( √ 5). The newform f corresponds to the isogeny class of elliptic curves with Cremona label 77b, which has split multiplicative reduction at 7. Its L-invariant is given by
2 + 2 · 7 3 + 5 · 7 4 + 4 · 7 5 + 7 6 + 4 · 7 7 + 7 8 + 3 · 7 9 + O(7 10 ).
If we divide the polynomial Q −1 7,2 (X) by (X − L 7 (f )), we thus obtain (modulo
This polynomial is in fact irreducible over Q 7 , showing that the L-invariant L 7 (g 1 ) generates the quadratic unramified extension of Q 7 , and similarly for L 7 (g 2 ). This is a first example of higher level N , where Chenevier's result in [Che08] mentioned in the introduction holds.
6.3. Observations collected. Given a positive even integer k, we denote by ν ε L (k, p, N ) the finite sequence of slopes of the p-adic L-invariants attached to forms in S k (Γ 0 (pN )) p−new,ε , where ε is an eigenvalue of the Atkin-Lehner operator W p acting on S k (Γ 0 (pN )) p−new . Note that this differs from the tables in [Gra17] , where the space is decomposed with respect to the Atkin-Lehner involution at N . When say a slope α is lower than a slope β if α > β as a picture of the Newton polygon suggests.
The observations collected are based on the data and on the tables presented in the next section.
We begin with the case p = 2, that was extensively studied in [Gra17] . There, several relations between slopes of different level and weights were conjectured for levels N = 3, 5, 7. Table 1 provides data for the case N = 1, which is not accessible by the methods in [Gra17] . The observations lead us to the following analogous conjecture.
Conjecture 6.6 (p = 2).
(a) For k ∈ 2 + 4Z, k ≥ 10 and ε ∈ {±1}, we have
The above table verifies this statement up to k = 70 computationally. We also observe that in general almost all slopes are negative. Our observations is in line with similar observations in [Gra17] . The table also provides the missing data for [Gra17, Conjecture 5.6 (ii)] stating that the slopes appearing in level 7 are the union of (two copies) of the slopes in levels 1 and 3.
The case p = 3 and N = 1 is studied in Table 2 . Again we observe relations between various different slopes that a priori do not have any theoretical foundations. We collect our observations in the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.7 (p = 3).
(a) For k ∈ 2 + 6Z, k ≥ 8 and ε ∈ {±1}, we have
Interestingly, the numbers 4 and 6 from Conjecture 6.6 (a) are essentially switched here: We have relations between k and k + 4 while considering k mod 6. The same is true for the Atkin-Lehner sign, since here we always have relations between slopes of the same sign. While Conjecture 6.7 is very similar to Conjecture 6.6, we should point out that here there are slopes that do not have (obvious) relations to other slopes. These are the slopes for k ∈ 4 + 6Z. We still observe that for example the slopes for k = 10 and k = 16 only differ by −1. Similarly, the slopes for k = 22 and k = 28 are very similar. However, we are not able to formulate a precise conjecture.
The data in Tables 3, 4 and 5 shows various relations between slopes of different weights supporting conjectural connections between them, analogous to the conjectures presented above. Moreover, after possibly removing oldforms, the analogous observation to part (b) of the Conjectures 6.6 and 6.7 is still present in the data presented in Tables 6 and 7 . We are able to say even more, namely that observation (b) is a purely local phenomenon: Let for example p = 13 and k = 10. The corresponding space of modular forms consists of two Galois orbits of dimensions 4 and 5. Each of the orbits makes up one of the two columns in Table 5 . Thus, the pairs in observation (b) arise from different orbits. Moreover, within each orbit (aside from the lowest slope) all slopes are distinct.
In particular the data computed for p = 2 and N = 3 matches with the one presented in [Gra17] and we observe again a relation between the slopes, see [Gra17, Conjecture 5.2]. In all cases, it is an interesting question to analyze the growth of the slopes with the weight k further. However, at this stage, the collected data is not sufficient to make precise claims. It would also be interesting to separate the slopes with respect to mod p eigensystems. As this is only relevant for larger p, this question becomes more interesting once more data in these cases is available.
6.4. Tables. In the tables below, for k a positive even integer we denote by ν ε L (k, p, N ) the finite sequence of slopes of the p-adic L-invariants attached to cuspforms in S k (Γ 0 (pN ) ) p−new,ε , where ε is an eigenvalue of the Atkin-Lehner operator W p acting on S k (Γ 0 (pN )) p−new . Note that in the case N > 1 our tables can include oldforms. Their slopes are indicated by blue font. When the multiplicity of a slope is larger than 1, it is indicated with a lower index. Table 7 . p = 3, N = 2
